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Abstract: The possibility to use hedging strategies is an often neglected aspect in the literature on
prediction/betting markets, as most papers assume that bettors will bet according to their beliefs
about the probability of the outcome of the event, as opposed to the direction in which the odds will
move. This ignores strategies that try to buy low and sell high through exploiting price changes,
which is an important aspect to incorporate to fully understand market pricing. In this paper,
we derive the key mathematical results in using hedging strategies through taking opposite positions
to an initial bet after the market odds have changed and show that a profit can be made without
explicitly speculating on the probability of the outcomes. We also discuss two sources of inefficiency
that can arise when using hedging strategies in practice: (i) the need to pay a fee when using a betting
exchange and (ii) the lack of a lay option (the possibility to bet against outcomes) on some markets,
and we analyze how they affect the possibilities to hedge. Many of the results have interesting
properties when expressed in terms of the naive probabilities implied by the odds.

Keywords: betting markets; Dutching; hedging; betting exchange; betting risk; cash out; lay odds;
odds; betting

1. Introduction

Betting on the possible outcomes of future events forms a useful information aggregation
mechanism, as the price on a betting contract is dependent on the expected probability that it
pays off (Manski 2006; Stark and Cortis 2017; Wolfers and Zitzewitz 2006). This makes betting
markets useful for academics, as they can be used to predict which scientific results will replicate
(Dreber et al. 2015) and serve as inputs to economic models that require proxies for probabilities for
their identification strategy (Coulomb and Sangnier 2014). Empirical studies show that betting markets
often are accurate in predicting the outcomes of future events and frequently do better than other
forecasting methods (Arrow et al. 2008; Berg et al. 2008; Kovalchik 2016).

However, several important aspects of betting are often ignored in the assumptions of the models
presented in the academic literature. One such aspect is the possibility of using hedging strategies.
While the most straightforward manner to make money on a betting market is to accurately predict the
outcome of the event and place money accordingly, it is also possible to make profits through abusing
changes in the market odds, just like it is possible to make a profit on other financial instruments by
buying low and selling high.

Simply put, a bet can be hedged on the market by taking another bet in the opposite direction
with a stake calculated such that the two bets have the same cash flow regardless of the outcome.
The previously risky position is then closed, and the position is converted to a future risk-free
cash flow (which can be higher or lower than the sum of the stakes of the two bets). This paper
serves to introduce the general results and the formal terminology for those positions. While the
concept of hedges in betting has been explored in some other contexts in the literature, it has mostly
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been done in order to test behaviorally whether people will detect hedging opportunities, with the
greater purpose of testing assumptions about rationality and risk aversion (Frederick et al. 2018,
Chatterjee and Mookherjee 2018). Though Newall and Cortis (2019) discussed the possibilities of
hedging in a similar manner done here and provided numerical examples, we are not aware of any
previous work that covers this generally and derives the key results, which serves as the contribution
of this paper. Additionally, we derive the profit when there is no option to lay on the market (i.e., when
the bettors do not have the explicit option of betting against an outcome occurring and have to replicate
this outcome through combinations of other bets) which, to our knowledge, is a novel topic.

2. Terminology and Previous Results

Betting markets can be organized in several ways. Most betting sites use a posted set of odds,
which describe to what extent the stake is multiplied if a bet is placed and the corresponding outcome
occurs. Another common form is the prediction market format, where people trade contracts that pay
a fixed amount if an outcome is realized (Agrawal et al. 2010)1. We will use the notation of the former
market in order to preserve generality (as prediction market contracts generally cover only two possible
outcomes, and we want to cover an arbitrarily large amount). Hence, we consider betting on a set of
mutually exclusive and collectively exhausting outcomes of an event, indexed by N = {1, 2, . . . , n}
with |N| = n ≥ 2.2

Betting that i ∈ N will occur is called to back i, and we denote the ordered set of back odds in
European/decimal format3 as α = (α1, α2, . . . , αn). This means that if a back bet on i is placed and then
won, the bettor obtains a cash flow of αi times the stake, for a total return of investment of αi − 1 times
the stake (as is standard in the literature, we ignore discounting for simplicity (Chen 2005), as most
betting takes place in a relatively short time span). This means that it must hold that αi > 1, ∀i ∈ N,
or the return from a back bet will never be positive. For instance, if αi = 2, a bettor gets back double
his4 investment if i occurs, making a return of 100%, and loses the stake if any outcome except for
i occurs.

Therefore, in order for the bet to have an expected return of zero, the probability of the outcome
needs to be 1

αi
, which gives the naive intuition that the decimal form odds can be interpreted as

probabilities. However, the interpretation of odds as probabilities is confounded by multiple factors.
As is discussed below, the probabilities do not necessarily add up to 100%, and this interpretation
additionally reflects the added assumption of risk-neutrality, which can be questioned. Nevertheless,
this naive probability interpretation has uses and interesting implications, as we will see below.

Some market forms also allow bettors to place bets against outcomes occurring, which is called
laying an outcome. In other words, a lay bet on outcome i pays off if i does not occur, equivalent to any
j 6= i ∈ N occurring. A lay position is the inverse of a back position, which means that higher odds
result in higher risks rather than higher potential returns. To lay a certain amount is called to risk the
amount that is bet by the lay bettor, to contrast it with the back odds.

The lay odds need not be the same as the back odds, and we therefore separately define the
ordered set of lay odds as β = (β1, β2, . . . , βn). The cash flow on which the lay bet on i is won is
defined as βi

βi−1 multiplied by the amount risked, for a winning return of βi
βi−1 − 1 = 1

βi−1 . The reason
for the difference in notation is that βi corresponds to the back odds that a lay bettor would offer
someone taking a back bet on the same outcome such that their positions cancel out, and the function

1 Another possible method is the parimutuel method, where the odds are determined only after people have bet. This is however a
different problem as the bettors are unaware of their expected return when placing bets (Ottaviani and Sørensen 2005, 2009).

2 We approximately follow the notation of Axén and Cortis (2019) here as the paper studies a similar problem using the
same inputs.

3 See Cortis (2015) for alternative ways to denote odds.
4 We tossed a coin and use the male pronoun throughout the paper.
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for cash flow is derived from that.5 Again, βi > 1, ∀i ∈ N is a necessary condition in order for any lay
position to be able to make a potential profit.

Using this notation, we define π(α) ≡ ∑i∈N
1
αi
− 1 as the back overround, π(β) ≡ ∑i∈N

1
βi
− 1 as the

lay overround, and π(αi, βi) ≡ 1
αi
− 1

βi
as the spread overround for i ∈ N, following Axén and Cortis (2019).

These are measures of how high the odds are on the market as a whole, and these can be interpreted as the
excess naive probabilities that arise from market inefficiencies. For example, if the back overround
is 5%, this means the naive probabilities of the decimal odds for the back odds add up to 105%. The
overrounds generally differ from zero due to frictions in the market, for example due to limited
liquidity (see Flepp et al. 2017), because bookmakers offer less than optimal odds in order to be able to
make a profit (see Franck et al. 2010), or because of the so-called favorite-long shot bias, which is the
empirical observation that betting market odds sometimes overestimate the likelihood of outcomes
with a low probability occurring (see Buhagiar et al. 2018; Cain et al. 2000; Candila and Scognamillo
2018). We analyze the implications of this for our results further below.

Several important results on market pricing are expressed in terms of the overrounds. If the
prices on the betting market follow even the most elementary assumptions about economic rationality,
they are constrained by the fact that (i) they should not allow for arbitrage (Cortis 2015) and that (ii) no
bet should be strictly dominated by some combination of other bets, as this would render a bet useless
for any bettor regardless of preferences and beliefs (Axén and Cortis 2019).

Example 1. For a simple example when there is arbitrage, consider an event with n = 2 possible outcomes and
the back odds α = (3, 3). Betting $1 on Outcome 1 and $1 on Outcome 2 yields a total $2 bet, but the position
pays off $3 regardless of the outcome, making a guaranteed profit of $1. Hence, there is arbitrage.

Example 2. For a simple example where there is a dominated asset available on the market that can be replicated
by another asset, consider the case of n = 2 possible outcomes with α = (1.5, 2) and β = (3, 2). Risking $1
taking a lay bet on Outcome 2 gives the payoff $1× β2

β2−1 = $2 if Outcome 1 occurs and zero else. In other
words, the bettor would win $1 in total if Outcome 1 occurs (as Outcome 2 did not occur and outcomes are
assumed to be mutually exclusive) and lose $1 if not. A direct back bet of $1 on Outcome 1 pays off α1 = 1.5 if
Outcome 1 occurs and zero else. In this case, the bettor would win $0.5 in total if Outcome 1 occurs, but lose $1
if it does not. Hence, the direct back bet on Outcome 1 is strictly dominated by the lay bet on Outcome 2, and no
rational bettor will ever use the direct back bet.

The general case has already been covered in previous work, so we simply state that:

Lemma 1. If it holds that:

βi ≥ αi ⇔ π(αi, βi) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N

π(α) ≥ 0

−π(β) ≥ 0

(1)

there is no arbitrage on the market that can be exploited by the bettors. If it also holds that:

π(α) ≥ π(αi, βi), ∀i ∈ N

−π(β) ≥ π(αi, βi), ∀i ∈ N
(2)

there does not exist a bet that can be replicated by a portfolio of other bets such that taking it has strictly dominated
payoffs for any set of beliefs/strategies.

5 See Axén and Cortis (2019) for the full derivation.
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Proof. See Axén and Cortis (2019).

Another concept that we need to prove our results is Dutching. This means that a stake can be
split up into more than one outcome of the event, increasing the probability of winning, but reducing
the winnings in each possible case, as the stake is divided between multiple outcomes. By definition,
a Dutching portfolio is placed such that all possible outcomes within the portfolio yield the same
payoff (Peel 2017).

Example 3. Consider a market with n = 3 possible outcomes of the event and the back odds α = (4, 4, 1.5).
Taking a Dutching portfolio over Outcomes 1 and 2 means betting half the stake on Outcome 1 and half the stake
on Outcome 2. This gives the bettor a return of 4

2 − 1 = 100% if Outcome 1 or Outcome 2 occurs, and he loses
the stake if Outcome 3 occurs. The bettor has increased his probability of winning as he bets on two different
outcomes, but has given up half of his potential payoff as he splits the stake between them.

As has been shown in previous work, the general case is:

Lemma 2. A Dutching portfolio backing6 some NC ⊆ N yields the cash flow of:(
∑

i∈NC

1
αi

)−1
(3)

times the stake if some i ∈ NC occurs.

Proof. See Axén and Cortis (2019).

For our results that take place over more than one time period, we use the prime symbol (“′”) to
denote the value in the latter time period, so the back odds for i in the later time period is denoted α′i,
the back overround is π(α′), and so on, with the values in the former period denoted as above.

Finally, the cash out option merits a brief discussion. In order to accommodate the type of logic
presented in this paper, where bettors can take opposite positions to the initial one that close the
position, many market makers have started to offer the option to convert an outstanding bet to an
instant cash flow, effectively “selling” the bet for an instant payout, which is called cashing out. With a
zero interest rate and no limits on liquidity, the fair market value of the cash out option should be
equivalent to the guaranteed profit (or loss) that can be made from hedging the bet by taking the
opposite position, but this is not necessarily the case in practice due to a positive interest rate and
liquidity constraints (Newall and Cortis 2019). In reality, the cash out option should pay out less than
the hedging option in order to compensate for obtaining the money earlier (as opposed to waiting
until the outcome of the event is resolved), as well as not having to put up the additional liquidity
to pay for the other bet. However, those differences cannot be quantified without making a series of
assumptions about bettor preferences, which is why it goes beyond the scope of this paper.

3. The General Case

The intuition of the manner in which a hedge is placed is simple. A bettor first takes a position
in one direction and then bets an additional amount in the other direction, abusing the fact that the
odds have changed in such a manner that after taking the second bet, he obtains a guaranteed payoff
regardless of the outcome of the event. This means that the risk is eliminated after the second bet has
been placed as he has one bet on a given outcome occurring and another bet on that same outcome
not occurring.

6 An equivalent result can be derived for Dutching over lay bets, but it is not necessary for our purposes.
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Example 4. Consider a case where the back odds are equal to the lay odds, that for i ∈ N, we have αi = βi = 4,
and that $1 is bet backing i. This means that when the bet is resolved, the bettor has a cash flow of $4 if i occurs
and zero if i does not occur. If the odds in the later time period drop such that α′i = β′i = 2, the bettor can risk

$2 laying i, which gives him a cash flow of $2× β′i
β′i−1 = $4 if i does not occur. In other words, he now has a

guaranteed cash flow of $4 regardless of the outcome of the event. As he has only staked $3 in total, this means he
is guaranteed a profit of $1 after closing the position.

This also means that the bettor does not have to explicitly consider the actual probabilities of
the outcomes, only the direction in which the odds will move. If it can be predicted that the odds
will decrease (increase), as they should do when the probability of the outcome increases (decreases),
and this is reflected by the market: a bettor can profit from accurately interpreting that the market
has undervalued (overvalued) the probability of the outcome occurring. This means that betting on
outcomes can be profitable as long as their probabilities are undervalued (overvalued), but they do not
have to be likely (unlikely) to occur in absolute terms in order for such a strategy to be profitable.

We first consider an arbitrary market with both a back and lay option and show the result for the
simplest case. We obtain:

Proposition 1. The return made from taking a back position and then closing it through taking a lay bet on the
same outcome is:

αi
β′i
− 1 (4)

which means that a profit is made iff:
αi > β′i (5)

and the additional liquidity required to close the position when placing the second bet is equal to:

αi

/(
β′i

β′i − 1

)
(6)

times the original stake.

Proof. First, the bettor bets one unit (normalized) backing i, leaving him with a cash flow of αi if i
occurs and zero else. In order to close the position, k > 0 units must be risked on the lay bet such that

the cash flow is the same regardless of the outcome of the event, i.e., αi = (
β′i

β′i−1 )k → k = αi(
β′i−1

β′i
).

The total amount bet is 1 + αi(
β′i−1

β′i
), and taking the guaranteed cash flow minus the stakes of both of

the bets yields the result.

There are several things worth noting about these results that will also hold for many of the
subsequent findings. As this represents the most intuitive case, however, we provide some remarks on
the results before we proceed.

First, note that we calculate return based on the initial stake and do not take into consideration
the additional stake required to close the position as a basis on which the return is calculated. This is
because the cash flow of the second bet is guaranteed to be returned, and only the return on the risky
capital is interesting for our purposes.

Second, the return expression corresponds exactly to the ratio of the drop in odds, under the
assumption that a bet can be backed and laid with the same odds (α′i = β′i). If this is not the case and
α′i < β′i, then the odds need to drop more in order for the bettor to make the same profit, as is intuitive.
The formula is also equivalent to the standard financial return formula, only written in a different
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format as the odds are written as a multiplicator of the stake and not the price of an asset.7 This is
intuitive as the bettor first “buys” a bet that pays off if i occurs and then “sells” the same bet, making
the return the difference in price.

The most common market form that offers a lay option is a betting exchange, where bettors bet
directly against each other such that their positions cancel out. The betting exchange charges a fee
on the winnings in order to make a profit, however, and therefore, the formula above needs to be
interpreted as the odds after the fee is taken if it is to be applied to such a scenario. We elaborate this in
Section 4 and show how the result translates to that setting.

Third, it should be noted that in order to arrive at the expression for when there is a profit from
the hedged position, it is not strictly necessary in all situations that the bettor be indifferent to the
outcomes, as there might be situations where the bettor can arrive at a guaranteed profit while still
having a different cash flow in the two scenarios. However, the closer the position is to a profit of zero
for one of the outcomes, the more relative capital the bettor needs to allocate to that outcome, and in
the limiting case, the bettor needs to allocate such that it is the same for both outcomes (equivalent to
the result for Dutching presented in Axén and Cortis 2019), so our method of assuming a completely
hedged position works for finding the minimum profit expression generally.

Fourth, the expression explaining when a profit is made corresponds exactly to the no-arbitrage
condition presented in Equation (1), with βi switched out for β′i. This is intuitive as the act of hedging
a bet to a guaranteed profit can be seen as the problem of finding a portfolio of various odds in
multiple time periods that together give a guaranteed positive total cash flow, the same as trying to
find “arbitrage” in a single time period.

Fifth, it is worth noting that the stake that can be required to close the position can be very large if
the corresponding drop in odds is large. Consider the following example:

Example 5. Consider a simplified setting where the back odds of team i winning a soccer league are αi = 5000,
which later drops to α′i = 4, as was the case of Leicester winning the Premier League 2015/2016, often considered
to be one of the greatest upsets in sporting history (Newall and Cortis 2019). Assume for simplicity that
the back is equal to the lay, i.e., β′i = 4. In order to close the position from betting at the odds αi = 5000,

αi/(
β′i

β′i−1 ) = 5000/( 4
4−1 ) = 3750 times the size of the original stake is required.

This means that liquidity constraints are likely to become a major issue for the positions that
pay off the most, though in a stylized setting, the bettor can borrow and pay it back without any risk
(again, in order to quantify this effect, we would have to make additional assumptions about bettor
preferences and interest rates, which goes beyond the scope of the paper.)

As the stake required to close the position will always be the ratio of the potential cash flow if the
first position pays off over the potential cash flow of the later position (multiplied by the initial stake),
we do not show that formula explicitly in the subsequent results, as it will not bring us further insights
beyond the ones presented here.

Finally, we note that the maximum return that can be obtained for any given position that is
hedged is limβi→1+

αi
βi
− 1 = αi − 1. This is intuitive as the value of the outstanding bet is increased

the lower the lay odds are. When the lay odds approach one, it is the same as the market considering
the outstanding back bet to be certainly true to pay off, and then, the return approaches what would
have been obtained from placing the initial bet and the prediction coming true. This also means that
the initial odds cap the profit and that leverage needs to be used in order to obtain greater payoffs.
Similarly, the maximum loss that can be obtained is limβi→∞

αi
βi
− 1 = −1, i.e., losing the initial stake,

with the same logic as above. The equivalence also holds for our subsequent results.

7 We can also frame this as the problem of buying a cash flow of $1 if i occurs at the price of 1
αi

and then selling a cash flow of

$1 if i occurs at the price of 1
β′i

, which yields the return of investment as (Price sold)/(Price bought)− 1 = αi/β′i − 1.
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We now show the corresponding result for a lay bet that is closed with a back bet after the odds
have changed. The intuition is the same, only that a profit is made if the odds increase as opposed
to decrease.

Example 6. Consider a bettor that places a lay bet risking $1 at the odds βi = 1.25. This means that he has the
payoff $1× βi

βi−1 = $5 if any outcome except for i occurs. At a later stage, the odds have increased such that
α′i = β′i = 5, and he places another bet of $1 backing i. He has now bet $2 in total, but has a guaranteed cash
flow of $5 regardless of the outcome, making a guaranteed profit.

The general result is (for our subsequent results when the proofs are analogous to that for
Proposition 1, we leave them for the Appendix):

Proposition 2. The return made from taking a lay position and then closing it through taking a back bet on the
same outcome is: (

1− 1
α′i

)/(
1− 1

βi

)
− 1 (7)

which means that a profit is made iff:
α′i > βi (8)

Proof. See Appendix A.1.

As is intuitive, the expression for when a positive return is made does not change (aside from the
time indexes of the back and lay, which are reversed), as the problem still consists of finding odds in
multiple time periods, which would have given an arbitrage profit had they existed in the same time
period. However, the profit expression changes as the stake needed to cover the position is a function
of the initial cash flow, which is written differently for the back and lay bets.

The naive probabilistic interpretation is the same (though with time indexes reversed). If we
make the probabilistic assumption that 1

βi
= 1− 1

αi
, i.e., that the probability that i does not occur is

the same as one minus the probability that it occurs (which, again, need not be the case on the market

due to inefficiencies) and that the time indexes are reversed, then Equation (7) simplifies to α′i
βi
− 1,

the same as Equation (4). This means that (i) the odds must move in the opposite direction in order for
the position to be profitable, as is intuitive, and that (ii) the probabilistic interpretation is equivalent,
but expressed in terms of the initial lay odds and the latter back odds.

4. Hedging on a Betting Exchange

While the results above are accurate in terms of a general back and lay market, the most common
way of organizing markets with a lay option is through a betting exchange. In this market format,
people bet directly against each other such that their positions cancel out, and the betting exchange
charges a fee equal to a percentage of the winnings of the bettors in order to make a profit. We therefore
translate the results to the betting exchange setting in order to be able to generalize to this setting. As the
betting exchange charges a fee, an inefficiency is introduced in the market, which has implications for
the profitability of the hedging strategy.

Call the before fee ordered set of back odds a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) and lay odds b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn).
Assume that the betting exchange fee is the fraction τ ∈ (0, 1), which is taken from the winnings of the
bettors, i.e., the amount that the bettor gets back on top of the amount bet.

Example 7. Assume that a bettor bets $1 at the before fee odds of ai = 3 with the fee τ = 0.05 and that the
bet is won. He has then won $2 on top of his initial stake before the fee. The betting exchange charges a fee of
τ × $2 = 0.05× $2 = $0.1, and the money the bettor has won after the fee is $1.90.
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We then have the following relation between the before and after fee odds:

Lemma 3. The after fee back odds on the betting exchange are:

αi = 1 + (1− τ)(ai − 1) (9)

The after fee lay odds on the betting exchange are:

βi
βi − 1

= 1 +
1− τ

bi − 1
⇔ βi = 1 +

bi − 1
1− τ

(10)

Proof. For the back bet, the intuition is simple, as αi = (αi − 1) + 1. The one does not have the fee
applied to it, as it represents the original stake, and that is not part of the winnings, and the fee is
applied to αi − 1. For the lay bet, we need a conversion that corresponds to the actual cash flow of

βi
βi−1 . We obtain:

βi
βi − 1

= 1 + (1− τ)
( bi

bi − 1
− 1
)

which simplifies to the expression in the result.

With this terminology, we are able to show the corresponding hedging result for the betting
exchange, given that the betting exchange charges the fee on the won bet when two bets in the opposite
directions are taken.

Proposition 3. On a betting exchange that charges a fee on the winning bet, taking a back bet and then closing
it through a lay bet is profitable iff:

ai − 1
b′i − 1

>
1

(1− τ)2 (11)

The expression for when a position through taking a lay bet and then closing it with a back bet is the same
except with the time indexes of ai and b′i changed to a′i and bi.

Proof. For the back case, we take Proposition 1 and substitute Equations (9) and (10). For the
lay case, we take Proposition 2 and substitute the same equations, giving us the equivalent result.
(see Appendix A.2 for the full mathematical derivation)

This means that the inefficiency in the market caused by having the betting exchange fee manifests
itself through imposing a cap such that the odds have to drop (rise) a non-zero amount in order for them
to be profitable. The probabilistic interpretation, however, does not change despite the difference in
expression, as the proposition is the same as Propositions 1 and 2, with only a difference in expression,
as we have substituted the odds for the odds after a fee.

However, rather than charging the fee on the winnings of the bet that pays off, the betting
exchange may instead charge a fee on the net winnings of the two positions. In this more realistic
setting, the betting exchange will charge the fee on the winnings after the stakes of both positions
are subtracted (if the profit is positive), meaning that the total amount paid will be different from
that above.

Example 8. Consider a bettor on a betting exchange who places a back bet of $1 that i will occur at the odds
ai = 6. At a later point, he places a lay bet risking $3 at the odds b′i = 2. Excluding the fee, the net profit of the
two positions if i occurs and the back bet wins is $6− $1− $3 = $2, and the betting exchange might apply the
fee on this $2 rather than on the winning back bet, which would have meant applying the fee on $5.
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We now assume that the profit is calculated in this manner and that the bettor who places the
hedging position knows about it. Then, the amount bet on the second bet must be calculated taking
this into account. We obtain the following result:

Proposition 4. If a betting exchange charges a fee only on the net of the winnings of the back and lay positions
if the bettor has taken both sides, a bettor taking a back bet and then closing it through a lay bet is profitable iff:

ai > b′i (12)

The expression for when a position through taking a lay bet and then hedging it with a back bet is the same except
with the time indexes of ai and b′i changed to a′i and bi.

Proof. Assume that the bettor places a back bet with one unit (normalized) on i at the before fee odds
ai. At a later point, the bettor places k > 0 units betting against the outcome occurring. If i occurs,
the profit before the fee is (ai − 1− k), of which the betting exchange takes τ, leading to a profit of

(1− τ)(ai − 1− k). If i does not occur, the bettor’s profit before the fee is b′i
b′i−1 k− 1− k. Solving for

these expressions being equal yields k = ai(1− 1
b′i
), and inserting this into the profit expression yields

the result. The analogous results hold if a lay bet is taken first and is closed with a back bet.

Note that the fact that τ does not appear in the equation does not mean that it is irrelevant; the fee
is still charged on the winnings. However, the break-even conditions do not change, which leads to τ

being absent in the result.

5. Hedging without a Lay Option

While taking a lay bet is the most straightforward way to close a back bet, not all markets offer
a lay option. This is the most common form of betting through bookmakers, who offer a set of back
odds on which they allow users to bet (e.g., Bwin, Bet365, Pinnacle Sports, William Hill). In other
words, bookmakers take the lay position on all outcomes and make a profit by setting α such that
π(α) > 0. This results in less than optimal odds to the users, which works as the markup for providing
the opportunity to bet (Cortis 2015; Levitt 2004). The overround introduces an inefficiency similar to
the one caused by the betting exchange fee.

However, even when there is no lay option available on the market, a lay bet can still be “replicated”
by back bets (Axén and Cortis 2019). If a Dutching portfolio is taken with back bets over N\i, a constant
payoff is gained if any outcome but i occurs, just like if a lay bet on i were made. In Proposition 2,
we showed such a situation for n = 2, and as has been demonstrated previously, the analogous holds
for larger values of n as well (Axén and Cortis 2019). However, the payoff of the replicating portfolio
is not necessarily as good as taking the direct lay bet, unless the market is mispriced. Consider the
following example for illustration:

Example 9. Consider a market with n = 3 possible outcomes and the back odds α = (1.25, 4, 4). If a bettor
places half his stake on Outcome 2 and half his stake on Outcome 3, he will double his initial stake if any of those
outcomes occur, which is the same as doubling his stake if Outcome 1 does not occur. This makes his portfolio
pay off under exactly the same outcomes as though he had placed a lay bet on Outcome 1 at βi = 2. However,
if there is a lay option on the market with βi < 2, then he is better off simply taking a lay position on Outcome 1
since he would risk less than half of his potential winnings, which makes the direct lay bet a strictly dominant
option. The opposite applies if βi > 2, as in this case, the direct lay bet is strictly dominated and the market is
mispriced as no rational bettor would ever take the lay bet.

We therefore also derive the corresponding hedging result, except we replace the payoff of the
lay bet with the payoff of taking a backing Dutching portfolio through placing back bets over N\i,
to demonstrate how hedging can be performed on markets that lack the lay option. We instantly
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find that additional constraints are necessary in order for this type of betting strategy to be able to
be profitable:

Proposition 5. In order for any hedging strategy that uses a replicating back bet through Dutching over N\i
to be profitable, it must hold that:

1
αi

> π(α) (13)

in the time period where the Dutching portfolio is taken.

Proof. We note that if NC = N\i, then the Dutching payoff (Equation (3)) is:(
∑

i∈NC

1
αi

)−1
=

1

π(α) + 1− 1
αi

(14)

and solving for the expression being greater than one yields the result.

This creates an interesting link between the portfolio problem of Dutching and the naive
probabilities. In other words, the naive probability of the outcome occurring must be greater than
the excess naive probabilities on the market as a whole, or a profitable Dutching portfolio cannot be
taken. We are therefore establishing a lower bound on the probability, which is the same as establishing
an upper bound on αi. This might seem counter-intuitive, but the logic is that a Dutching portfolio
replicating a lay bet takes place for all outcomes except the one that is desired to lay. Outcomes with
low probabilities have high odds, and if these are too high, the balancing odds on the other outcomes
may be too low to be able to create a viable Dutching portfolio. Consider the following example
for illustration:

Example 10. Consider a market with n = 3 possible outcomes and the odds α = (1.5, 2, 12), which implies
π(α) = 0.25. Taking a replicating bet on the lay bet on Outcome 1 yields (1/2 + 1/12)−1 = 12/7 > 1 by
Equation 3, which means that if the is portfolio taken and Outcome 1 does not occur, the bettor makes a profit.
This is consistent with Equation (13), as 1/α1 = 1/1.5 > π(α). However, if it is attempted to replicate the lay
bet on Outcome 3, the payoff is (1/1.5 + 1/2)−1 = 6/7 < 1, which means that this portfolio is never profitable.
This is also consistent with Equation (13), as 1/α3 = 1/12 < π(α).

With this in mind, the general result for first taking a back bet and then replicating the lay position
is as follows:

Proposition 6. Taking a back position and then closing it through replicating a lay bet through a Dutching
portfolio over the back bets for N\i at a later stage, such that the same cash flow is guaranteed regardless of the
outcome of the event, yields the return:

αi

(
1
α′i
− π(α′)

)
− 1 (15)

which means that a profit is made iff:
1
α′i
− 1

αi
> π(α′) (16)

Proof. See Appendix A.3

It is interesting that comparing the formula above to the most general case in Proposition 1,
the naive probability 1

βi
is now replaced with the naive probability 1

α′i
− π(α′), which is interpreted as

the difference between the later naive back probability and the excess naive probabilities on the market
as a whole. Similarly, the profit expression means that the difference in naive implied probability
in the change over time must be greater than the back overround in the later time period. In other
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words, the changes in probabilities must be higher than the inefficiency in the market (created by the
overround) in order to be able to hedge the position.

One can also take the trades in the opposite direction, first replicating the lay bet through the
Dutching portfolio and then placing a back bet, hoping to profit from increases in odds. This results in
the following:

Proposition 7. Taking a replicating position of a lay bet through taking a back bet portfolio over N\i and then
closing it with a back bet at a later stage, such that the same cash flow is guaranteed regardless of the outcome of
the event, yields the return (

π(α) + 1− 1
αi

)−1
×
(

1− 1
α′i

)
− 1 (17)

which means that a profit is made iff:
1
αi
− 1

α′i
> π(α) (18)

Proof. See Appendix A.4.

As is also the case for our previous results, the case of back and lay has the same profit expression,
except with the time indexes switched out, as they should, though the profit formula is less intuitive
due to the convoluted terms that go into it.

Note, however, that despite the more complicated expression, the intuitive explanation is the same
as for Proposition 6. For Proposition 6, αi represents the inverse of the implied naive probability of the
back bet. The term 1

α′i
− π(α′) represents the implied naive probability of the replicated back bet when

expressed through the replicating formula. Similarly, for Proposition 7, the term (π(α) + 1− 1
αi
)−1 is

the inverse of the naively implied probability through the replicating formula, while the term 1− 1
α′i

is

the implied naive probability of the back bet at the later stage. In this sense, the formulas have the
same probabilistic interpretation as Propositions 1 and 2.

6. Conclusions

This paper provides the formalization for the concept of hedging on betting markets, taking an
opposite bet to a previous one in order to make a profit or mitigating a loss through taking another
position in the opposite direction. Two modifications to the simple case are treated: (i) the case where
there is a betting exchange fee and (ii) the case where there is no option to lay in the market, and these
are compared to the simple case.

Our results can be used in betting strategies for individuals, as they allow them to calculate profits
and losses in theoretical future scenarios. However, from an academic perspective, they have the most
use in the economic modeling of agents, as they allow for quantification of a profit for a bettor that
does not wish to speculate on the outcome directly, but rather, the directions that the odds will move
in, an aspect that is frequently neglected in the literature. In the same way that a model of a market of
other financial instruments, such as options, does not give a complete picture unless the possibility to
sell before maturity is taken into account, ignoring the possibilities to hedge in the manner described
in this paper gives an incomplete understanding of pricing on betting markets. For the same reason,
it would be interesting to investigate in an experimental setting where subjects that can bet on a market
in multiple time periods are capable of detecting hedging opportunities and are able to exploit them
for profit.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1. Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. First, the bettor risks one unit laying i, leaving him with an outstanding cash flow if any
outcome except for i occurs of βi

βi−1 . He then takes a back bet on i with the stake 1
α′i
× βi

βi−1 , which gives

a guaranteed cash flow of βi
βi−1 regardless of the outcome of the event. The return is then:

βi
βi − 1

− 1
α′i
× βi

βi − 1
− 1 =

(
1− 1

α′i

)/(
1− 1

βi

)
− 1

regardless of the outcome of the event. Finding the condition for when there is a profit, we solve for
the expression being greater than zero, ending up with α′i > βi.

Appendix A.2. Full Derivation of Proposition 3

For the back case, we take Proposition 1 and substitute Equations (9) and (10), giving us:

αi
β′i
− 1 =

1 + (1− τ)(ai − 1)

1 + b′i−1
1−τ

− 1 > 0

(1− τ)(ai − 1) >
b′i − 1
1− τ

ai − 1
b′i − 1

>
1

(1− τ)2

For the lay case, we take Proposition 2 and substitute the same equations, giving us:

(
βi

βi − 1

)/(
α′i

α′i − 1

)
− 1 > 0(

1 + bi−1
1−τ

1 + bi−1
1−τ − 1

)/(
1 + (1− τ)(a′i − 1)

1 + (1− τ)(a′i − 1)− 1

)
> 1(

1 +
1− τ

bi − 1

)
(1− τ)(a′i − 1) > 1 + (1− τ)(a′i − 1)

a′i − 1
bi − 1

>
1

(1− τ)2

which shows the result.

Appendix A.3. Proof of Proposition 6

Proof. First, the bettor bets one unit i, leaving him with an outstanding positive cash flow of αi
if any outcome except i occurs. Then, at a later stage, he takes a Dutching portfolio with a stake
αi(∑i∈N\i

1
α′i
) = αi(π(α′) + 1− 1

α′i
), which gives a guaranteed cash flow of αi regardless of the outcome

of the event. The return is then:

αi − αi(π(α′) + 1− 1
α′i
)− 1 = αi

( 1
α′i
− π(α′)

)
− 1

Finding the condition for when there is a profit, we easily solve for the return being greater than
zero, ending up with 1

α′i
− 1

αi
> π(α′).
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Appendix A.4. Proof of Proposition 7

Proof. First, the bettor bets one unit placing a Dutching portfolio over N\i, leaving him with an
outstanding cash flow of (∑j∈N\i

1
αj
)−1 = (π(α)+ 1− 1

αi
)−1 if any outcome except for i occurs. Then, at

a later stage, he takes a back bet with the stake (π(α) + 1− 1
αi
)−1 × 1

α′i
, which gives a guaranteed cash

flow of (π(α) + 1− 1
αi
)−1 regardless of the outcome of the event. The return is then:

(π(α) + 1− 1
αi
)−1 −

(π(α) + 1− 1
αi
)−1

α′i
− 1 = (π(α) + 1− 1

αi
)−1/(

α′i
α′i − 1

)− 1
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